
Rice Electronics offers a wide variety of proven products to enhance Plant and Refinery performance, reliability, safe-
ty, and security as a fully integrated system. Our capabilities in combining this wide range of cutting edge technolo-
gies into an easily usable, customizable communications system are unsurpassed, even in the face of your most
complex, demanding needs. 

We excel at taking systems that already exist and updating, adding other systems, or creating greater economy and
efficiency by eliminating redundancies. For example, we can retrofit your plant or refinery for computer network
cabling to take advantage of the latest internet computer technologies. Once concrete has been poured, how can
you rewire your facility? Or if you have tons of piping or heavy machinery stored, how can you economically and
quickly move them to rewire? Using state-of-the-art DSL technologies which takes advantage of your existing PBX
phone lines, Rice Electronics can solve your problem. Need to access control signals from hard to reach sensors?
Map any sensor through our special custom electronics design process and make it viewable in real-time from any
computer - fed through an ethernet converter and - via our custom DSL system - straight into your control room.

Call us at Rice Electronics to find out more about our full line of communications and automation systems integration
services and technologies to find out which one will best serve you. Or email us for more information or a quote at
sales@radar-radio.com.
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COMMUNICATIONS
PBX systems

Explosion-proof and
Hazard Zone Phones

LAN and DSL
Intercoms

Complete System
Integration 

SECURITY
Security Systems.

Realtime CCTV Monitoring
with Explosion Proof
Monitor Enclosures.

ALARMS
PAGA,

General Alarms, 
Fire & Gas Alarms,

VDR, Speaker
Systems with 

Explosion Proof
Drivers

AUTOMATION
Automation Control Systems

Sensor connectivity from
machinery to control rooms

via DSL
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